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to access a usb device on linux? I am trying to access my Android phone through
a USB cable to get the device serial number. I am using the Linux shell. I am
using: adb devices (I have also tried adb remount) I can get the serial number if I
connect the device on the Windows shell running Windows 8, but I cannot access
it through a Linux shell (mint 14 Cinnamon). A: I just ran into the same issue. My
phone was working fine on Windows 7, but not on Mint. I tried running the adb
devices command as well as adb remount, but they returned nothing. I had to find
the vendor_id and product_id for my phone through a Windows 7 command
prompt and paste it in the following way: adb -d -P So, I did the following: In a
terminal, open an "adb shell" adb shell then adb -d 0
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